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Abstract 
The standard techniques for providing privacy and security in data networks include encryption/decryption algorithms such 
as Advanced Encryption System (AES) (private-key) and RSA (public-key). RSA is one of the safest standard algorithms, based 
on public-key, for providing security in networks. Even though the RSA Algorithm is an old and simple encryption technique, 
there is a scope to improve its performance. One of the most time consuming processes in RSA encryption/ decryption algorithm 
is the computation of ab mod n where “a” is the text, (b, n) is the key. Generally the prime number used for RSA Encryption 
system will around 100 to 150 decimal digits. The computations involved are tedious and time consuming. Also the hardware is 
quite complex. To increase the computation speed, the multiplication principle of Vedic mathematics is used and also an 
improvement is made in the conventional restoring algorithm which does the modulus operation. “Urdhva-tiryakbhyam” is the 
sutra (principle) which used to compute the multiplication. It literally means vertical and crosswise manipulation. The 
significance of this technique is that it computes the partial products in one step and avoids the shifting operation which saves 
both time and hardware. Also an improvement is made in the restoring algorithm by avoiding unnecessary restorations when they 
are not required. 
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1. Introduction 
The RSA Algorithm is the most popular and proven asymmetric key cryptographic algorithm. In 1977, Ron 
Rivest, Adi Shamir and Len Adleman at MIT developed the first major asymmetric key cryptography system. Hence 
it is called as RSA Algorithm The RSA algorithm has been adopted by many commercial software products and is 
built into current operating systems by Microsoft, Apple, Sun, and Novell. Commercial Application Specific 
Standard Products (ASSPs) like the security processors offered by several vendors have a much higher RSA 
performance than software implementation. However, their solution is inflexible and expensive. With the 
exponential increase in FPGA size over time (Moore's law), it is possible to implement a relatively high 
performance, user parameterizable RSA at low cost on FPGA [1]. The RSA Algorithm is based on the mathematical 
fact that it is easy to find and multiply the large prime numbers together, but it is extremely difficult to factor their 
product. The public and private keys in RSA are based on very large prime numbers. In real time applications the 
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size of the prime numbers may be around 100 to 150 decimal digits. Under such circumstances the conventional 
multiplication and division architectures consume considerable amount of time and hardware for encryption and 
decryption of data. So to increase the computation speed with minimized hardware the Vedic mathematics 
multiplication principle is used. The conventional multiplier architecture is replaced by the Vedic multiplier and 
improvements are made in the restoring division algorithm which is used to find the remainders. These architectures 
are faster compared to their counterparts. Hence, these architectures are used to improve the speed of the RSA 
algorithm with reduced hardware.  
2. Vedic multiplication 
Vedic mathematics is mainly based on 16 Sutras (or aphorisms) dealing with various branches of 
mathematics like arithmetic, algebra, geometry etc. The multiplier is based on an algorithm Urdhva Tiryakbhyam 
(Vertical & Crosswise) of ancient Indian Vedic Mathematics. Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Sutra is a general multiplication 
formula applicable to all cases of multiplication. It literally means “Vertically and crosswise”. It is based on a novel 
concept through which the generation of all partial products can be done with the concurrent addition of these partial 
products [2]. Vedic multiplier is faster than array multiplier and Booth multiplier. As the number of bits increases 
from 8x8 bits to 16x16 bits, the timing delay is greatly reduced for Vedic multiplier as compared to other 
multipliers. Vedic multiplier has the greatest advantage as compared to other multipliers over gate delays and 
regularity of structures. Delay in Vedic multiplier for 16 x 16 bit number is 19 ns while the delay in Booth and 
Array multiplier are 37 ns and 43 ns respectively. Thus this multiplier shows the highest speed among conventional 
multipliers. It has this advantage than others to prefer a best multiplier [3]. 
3. Improved restoring algorithm 
      The number of restorations performed in the standard restoring division algorithm can be reduced by the 
following technique which is called as “Needy restoring division algorithm”. The needless restorations are removed 
by the use of an extra register. This removal decreases the time for the division. Current restoring division algorithm 
checks restoration at each iteration after shifting the register. There are some needless restorations which are not 
required to be checked: 1. Checking restoration until the first set bit of the dividend is achieved.     2. Checking 
restoration each time until the value of the register (here, the left half of the Remainder register) equals or becomes 
greater than the Divisor. These needless restorations are removed by the use of an extra register. Therefore, three 
registers are used here. One is for storing Divisor, second is the Remainder register and third one is M register (the 
extra register). Divisor register is a 32 bits register. M is also a 32 bits register of which only that bit is on, which is 
the first set bit of the Divisor from the left, e.g. if Divisor is 00001010 then M will be 00001000 or if Divisor is 
00111001 then M is 00100000. [4]. The Remainder register is a 64 bits register which initially contains the 
dividend. The right half of the remainder register gives the quotient and left half gives the remainder. The first type 
of needless restorations (i.e. until the first set bit of dividend is achieved) are left unchecked by first shifting the 
Remainder register left continuously till the left half of the Remainder register is zero. e.g. Considering an eight bit 
ALU model, let, if the dividend is 00001001 then remainder register will be 00000000 00001001 and left half of 
Remainder register will be 1 or non zero after five times shifting the Remainder, so there is no need of restorations 
for doing this. It should be done by first shifting the Remainder left continually till the left half is zero and then 
move further. The second needless restorations are removed by using the register M. It is done by the checking the 
result for logical AND of Left half of Remainder register and the M register. It is just like that as if we are checking 
and counting how many bits are required to make the left half of Remainder register equal or greater than the 
Divisor and then shifting the Remainder register that much times. There is no need of restorations for doing this by 
using the M register. E.g. Considering an eight bit ALU model, if the Divisor is 00000110 then M is 00000100. The 
M register can get its required value while shifting the Remainder register left continuously till the left half of the 
Remainder register is zero. This can be done independently and in a parallel manner. Suppose Remainder is 
00000000 00001001, then we can continually shift the Remainder register left till (Left half of Remainder & M) is 
zero. There is no need of restoring the left half of Remainder register during this work. After this the Remainder will 
be 00000100 10000000. The left half of the Remainder register is still less than the Divisor, so now the subtraction 
will be performed and the restoration will be done. But the special point is that only one or nil restoration will be 
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needed in each case after removing the second needless restorations. In this way the current restoring division 
algorithm is improved as there are less numbers of restorations for doing the division. The efficiency is best 
improved when the dividend is very small or divisor is very large. The algorithm steps for the 8 bit dividend can be 
summarized as follows: 
 Remainder register initially contains dividend. and initialize N=0. M is a register whose only that bit is on, 
which is the first set bit of Divisor from the left, e.g. Divisor is 00001010 then M will be 00001000. 
 Shift the Remainder register left 1 bit, and increment N. 
 If left half of remainder=0, then go to step2; otherwise step4. 
 If the “and” operation of left half of the remainder and M=0, then go to step5; otherwise step6. 
 Shift the remainder register by 1 bit and increment N. If N=9, go to step8. 
 Subtract the Divisor register from the left half of the Remainder register and place the result in the left half 
of the Remainder register. 
 If remainder>=0 then shift the Reminder register to the left, setting the new rightmost bit to 1, and 
increment the value of N ; otherwise Restore the original value by adding the Divisor register to the left 
half of the Reminder register and place the sum in the left half of the Remainder register. Then go to step4. 
Continue the iterations till N=9. 
 Shift the left half of the remainder to the right by 1 bit to obtain the final remainder. 
 
 
Fig. 1 Division Hardware with register M 
4. RSA Encryption system 
The RSA Algorithm is based on the mathematical fact that it is easy to find and multiply the large prime 
numbers together, but it is extremely difficult to factor their product [5]. The public and private keys in RSA are 
based on very large prime numbers. The algorithm is simple but the complexity lies in the selection and generation 
of public and private keys. The algorithm steps are as follows: 
 Choose two large prime numbers P and Q. 
 Calculate N=PxQ. 
 Select the private key (i.e., the encryption key) E such that the GCD of E and the product of 
                              (p-1), (q-1) is equal to 1. 
 Calculate the cipher text CT from the plain text PT as follows: CT=PTE mod N. 
 Send CT as the cipher text to the receiver. 
 Select the private key (i.e., the decryption key) D such that following equation is true:    
                               (DXE) mod (P-1) (Q-1) =1.                                        
 For decryption, calculate the plain text PT from the cipher text CT as follows:   
                               PT=CT Dmod  N. [6] 
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5. Simulation Results 
The fig 2 shows the simulation results of the 16 bit Vedic multiplier obtained using the Model Sim 6.5 and 
the fig.3 shows the corresponding design summary obtained using Xilinx 12.1 ISE tool. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Fig.2 Simulation results of Vedic multiplication                                    Fig.3 Design summary of Vedic multiplication 
 
The Vedic multiplier is fast when compared to the standard multipliers. The comparison of different multipliers is 
shown in the table 1. [7] 
Table 1: Comparison of different multipliers in ns 
 
 
 
 
The data is encrypted using RSA algorithm. Instead of using a conventional multiplication, the Vedic multiplication 
algorithm is used to increase the computation speed. Different 8 bit messages are taken and encrypted using the 
RSA algorithm. The simulation results are shown in fig 4. The maximum combinational path delay is 69.686 ns. All 
the 8 bit messages that are encrypted using the RSA encryption algorithm are obtained by finding the exact value of 
the private key using the appropriate equation. The fig 5 shows the simulation results of the decryption. The 
maximum combinational path delay obtained after synthesizing is equal to 71.23 ns. The table 2 shows the 
comparison of RSA Encryption system using the Vedic multiplier, improved restoring division algorithm and 
without using improved restoring division algorithm. 
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                        Fig.4 Simulation results of RSA Encryption                       Fig.5 Simulation results of RSA Decryption 
 
 Table 2: Timing simulation results of RSA architecture 
 
 
 
  
 
 
6. Conclusion  
The RSA encryption system is implemented using the Vedic Multiplier and the improved restoring division 
algorithm to increase its computation speed. The advantage of the Vedic multiplier is that it calculates the partial 
products in one single step and there are no shift operations which saves the time and the hardware. In case of the 
improved restoring division algorithm the unnecessary computations are avoided by comparing the dividend and the 
divisor. Therefore these architectures are included in the 8 bit RSA encryption system to evaluate its performance 
and it is found that it is efficient in terms of speed and hardware. As the number of message bits increases the gate 
delay as well as the area increase slowly. Hence it can be used effectively in all the cryptographic applications. 
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